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Introduction
This paper is an extended version of the conference paper [1]. The era of big data poses 
new requirements for database management software. A contemporary DBMS should 
provide a basis for efficient storage and handling of big data. The aspects of big data sup-
port in DBMS can be classified into two groups:

  • Performance-oriented aspects. Such a DBMS should be able to load, store and query 
big data efficiently.

  • Management-oriented aspects. It should be easy for a database administrator to 
manage DBMS handling big data.

Abstract 

A fully self-managed DBMS which does not require administrator intervention is 
the ultimate goal of database developers. This system should automate deploying, 
configuration, administration, monitoring, and tuning tasks. Although there are some 
advances in this field, self-managed technology is largely not ready for industrial use 
and remains an active area of research. One of the most crucial tasks for such a system 
is automated physical design tuning. A self-managed approach for this task implies 
that the physical design of a database should be automatically adapted to changing 
workloads. The problems of materialized view and index selection, data allocation, 
horizontal and vertical partitioning were studied for a long time, and hundreds of 
approaches were developed. However, most of these approaches were static, thus, 
unsuitable for self-managed systems. In this paper we discuss the prospects of an 
adaptive distributed relational column-store. We show that the column-store approach 
holds a great promise for construction of an efficient self-managed database. At first, 
we present a short survey of existing physical design studies and provide a classifica-
tion of approaches. In the survey, we highlight the self-managed aspects. Then, we 
provide some views on the organization of a self-managed distributed column-store 
system. We discuss its three core components: an alerter, a reorganization controller 
and a set of physical design options (actions) available to such a system. We present 
possible approaches for each of these components and evaluate them. Several physi-
cal design problems are formulated and discussed. This study is the first step towards a 
creation of an adaptive distributed column-store system.
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Recently, a novel type of DBMS, called column-store DBMS, has appeared. While its 
performance in regards to the first group of aspects is excellent, its ability to support the 
second group is an actual research problem.

Automatic database tuning is one of the oldest research problems in the database 
domain. It spans about forty years of evolution and can be described by the three follow-
ing stages:

1. Separate attempts to automate a selection of various physical design structures: verti-
cal partitioning [2–5], horizontal partitioning [6–9], data allocation [10–13], indexes 
[14–16] and materialized view selection [17]. These works usually consider only a 
single aspect of database physical design. They typically provide an algorithm or an 
idea not tied to a particular database system and do not employ the “what-if ” mecha-
nism. Instead, they propose their own cost models. This stage started in the 70s and 
largely ceased in the middle of the 90s when the next approach had emerged.

2. The development of advisors or recommenders. An advisor is a tool which recom-
mends actions concerning database physical design using the knowledge of a data 
schema and a workload. This approach is characterized by the integration with some 
database system and the use of its query optimizer in the “what-if ” mode. Moreover, 
the advisors often consider several physical design options simultaneously. Finally, 
unlike the previous class, these are not only algorithms, but full-fledged tools. They 
are aimed for industrial application and for the industrial end user. One of the first 
such tools is the REDWAR [18] tool for database analysis. Later, there were the 
AutoAdmin [19] tool for index recommendation, the DB2 advisor [20–23] (index, 
materialized view, partitions, allocation), Oracle Advisor [24, 25] (index, materialized 
view, partitioning support), various advisors for Microsoft’s products [26–30] (vari-
ety of physical structures), PostgreSQL [31–33], Ingres [34]. This stage started at the 
end of the 80s and continues up to this day.

3. The self-management approach. In the majority of previous studies, it was the 
administrator who made the decision whether to apply the proposed database reor-
ganization or not. Self-management approach aims for complete elimination of 
human intervention in the database tuning cycle. To the best of our knowledge, the 
first studies of this type appeared about ten years ago [35, 36]. It is essential to note 
that several systems (or their parts) mentioned above can be also considered as self-
management ones.

A comprehensive survey of automatic physical design tuning, listing a large amount of 
works involving all the aforementioned types, can be found in reference [37].

Self-management technology aims to automate the tasks of deploying, configuration, 
administration, monitoring, and tuning of a database system to the largest extent pos-
sible [38]. The reason for the interest in self-managing systems is simple: it is widely 
accepted that the contribution of these tasks to the Total cost of ownership (TCO) of a 
database system is high. Some reports [29, 38–40] indicate that the TCO of a database 
system is dominated by human-related expenses, while others [41] claim that it is not 
true for very large scale systems.
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In this paper, we discuss the self-management aspects of a distributed relational col-
umn-store database. A column-store database is a database which keeps each attribute 
in a separate file, unlike traditional row-stores, which use the slotted page layout [42]. 
This different storage model leads to different query processing schemes and subse-
quently to a different set of physical design options. Recently, several such systems [43, 
44] emerged and quickly gained popularity in both academic and industrial communities 
due to their exceptional performance on read-only workloads. The unique properties of 
the column-stores hold a great promise for construction of an efficient self-managing 
system. In this paper, we evaluate the prospects of self-managed distributed column-
store system development.

We propose the overall scheme of such a system which includes an alerter, a reor-
ganization controller and a list of possible physical design options (actions). We start 
with the description of the environment and the alerter component. Next we present 
two possible design approaches for controller construction. Finally, we discuss the novel 
physical design options provided by the storage model, assess their impact on the physi-
cal design and meditate on the automating of their selection. We assume that the reader 
is familiar with the basics of column-store technology. Otherwise, we suggest the follow-
ing surveys [44, 45].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider on-line physical design 
tuning in a distributed column-store database.

Database (self‑)tuning basics
The behavior of a database system can be described by the following formula [38]:

Here, the system configuration consists of a hardware setup (characteristics of the used 
hardware), software setup (boot-time parameters), database physical design and so on 
[38]. The workload characteristics include data schema information, query information 
(frequencies, attributes involved), and their arrival patterns. The performance is repre-
sented by one of the performance metrics (response time, throughput, reliability, etc.) or 
their combination.

Having a model involving all of these components, one may try to find the best con-
figuration—the configuration maximizing a given performance metric [38]. In this paper 
we are interested solely in the physical design aspect of the configuration component. 
If we restrict configuration to a set of physical design structures, we will get the gen-
eral formulation of the physical database tuning problem. Finding the best configuration 
even for a single type of structures is usually an NP-hard problem [5, 8, 46, 47]. Thus, a 
heuristic algorithm is required.

There are three popular methods for this kind of problems: integer programming [3, 
33], a general heuristic algorithm [2, 4] and a domain-specific heuristic algorithm [20, 
28, 30]. The latter is usually tightly coupled with a database system and relies on “what-
if” calls.

Most of the works up to 2005 considered the physical design problem as a static prob-
lem, i.e. the workload cannot change after the selection of a configuration. However, 
a self-tuning system should be adaptive to the workload, thus a “dynamization” of the 

f :configuration× workload → performance
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algorithm is needed (usually the selection algorithm is too expensive to be called multi-
ple times at will).

Here, the observe-predict-react cycle [38] comes into play. It is a general framework 
for construction of an adaptive database system. The observe component monitors spec-
ified workload characteristics, such as the time it takes to process a given query or the 
cardinality of a given relation. The predict component is used to assess performance of 
the current configuration in the near future and to compare it with other possible con-
figurations. The react component is engaged when the current configuration is found 
unfit and a new configuration should be selected.

There are several dimensions of a self-managed database [48]: Self-Configuration, Self-
Optimization, Self-Healing and Self-Protection. Automatic physical design tuning fits 
into the first three of them. These dimensions were partially implemented in systems of 
the past, but no fully self-managed system yet exists.

Now, let us review contemporary systems featuring self-management components.

Related work
On‑line tuning in row‑stores

In the recent years, there was a number of prototypes that employed the self-tuning 
approach for the physical configuration in row-stores. The Table 1 contains a short sum-
mary of the related works. In this table, the second column describes what type of physi-
cal design structure the study concerns and the third column shows what platform was 
used for the evaluation.

Continuous on-line tuning (COLT) [35] is a framework which adjusts the system con-
figuration in order to maximize query performance with respect to the active query set. 
The proposed approach is to select the most beneficial indexes taking into account a 
storage budget. The authors implemented it using the PostgreSQL database system.

The reference [36] describes the alerter component of a self-tuning system. This 
component periodically checks whether there is a configuration which will result in a 
performance improvement. The alerter produces the lower and upper bounds of the 
improvement if a tuning component is run. Alerter component is designed for indexes, 
but the authors also describe its application for materialized views.

An on-line selection of aggregation tables is considered in the reference [49]. Similarly 
to the reference [36], the core component of this system is the alerter, which notifies the 
user and presents a beneficial configuration and a supposed cost reduction. It is inter-
esting to note that the authors work not with a relational query language, but with the 
MDX query language. The prototype was implemented as an extension of Mondrian, an 
open source OLAP server.

AdaptPD [50] is an on-line tuning tool for vertical partitioning. The authors proposed 
a “cache-and-reuse” technique for query cost estimation. The idea is to cache the query 
plans that do not change across several configurations, thus reducing the number of 
optimizer calls. Another difference of this work is the use of asymmetric configuration 
transition costs. The authors use the SDSS astronomical database and Microsofts SQL 
Server for experimental validation.

An on-line index tuning approach taking user feedback into account was proposed in 
the reference [51].
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The reference [52] describes on-line physical design tuning in a multistore system. A 
multistore system is a system which encompasses several different data stores (HDFS 
and RDBMS) and allows for simultaneous querying of data kept in all types of stores. 
Different types of data are stored in different systems, for example, HDFS can be used to 
keep big log files and RDBMS may contain analytical business data. The building block 
of the proposed physical design is the so-called opportunistic materialized view, which is 
the byproduct of query processing on a Hadoop-based system. The system automatically 
adapts to the dynamically changing workload. In order to achieve this, the authors tune 
the set of opportunistic materialized views in each store and solve the data placement 
problem. The same opportunistic materialized views are used for tuning of UDFs (user 
defined functions) in the reference [53].

An approach combining an evolutionary algorithm with a workload compression 
module is proposed in the reference [54]. In their work, the authors address the problem 
of on-line index selection. Each chromosome holds a vector of plans for each of the seed 
tasks (a query which passed through the compression module). The elements of a chro-
mosome are dynamically added or removed, depending on a changing workload.

Table 1 On‑line tuning of row‑stores, a summary

Study Structures Experiments Notes

COLT [35] Indexes PostgreSQL Uses storage budget constraint; 
employs “what-if” optimizer mode; 
manages active, hot and cold sets 
of indexes

Alerter [36] Indexes, materialized views SQL server Uses storage budget and mininum 
improvement constraints; Notifies 
DBA and provides a set of candi-
date structures

Alerter [49] Aggregation tables Mondrian Uses soft storage budget constraint

AdaptPD [50] Vertical partitioning SQL server Employs “what-if” optimizer mode 
with caching

WFIT [51] Indexes IBM DB2 Express-C Takes a workload and user feedback 
into account

MISO [52, 53] Materialized views, storage 
selection

Multiple Tuning of multistore system physical 
design. Uses storage and transfer 
constraints

EVO [54] Indexes Multiple Authors propose query plan transfor-
mations using genetic algorithm 
for index selection

ARH [55] Automatic re-indexing PostgreSQL A set of heuristics is used to decide 
when to trigger a re-indexing 
process to counter an index frag-
mentation

Tuner [33] Multiple PostgreSQL An on-line tool which tunes several 
physical structures—indexes, parti-
tions, and is capable of tracking 
index interaction

AutoStore [56] Vertical partitioning Custom A comparison of on-line algorithms 
for vertical partitioning

SMOPD [57] Vertical partitioning Custom Closed itemset mining for on-line 
vertical paritioning
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The self-healing aspect of a self-managing database was considered in the reference 
[55]. The authors developed a set of heuristics for the problem of index fragmentation. 
These heuristics control the re-indexing process.

Continuous on-line tuning was used in an on-line tuning tool for PostgreSQL 
described in the reference [33]. This tool is capable of recommending both indexes and 
partitions using a unified model and is capable of adapting to changes in the workload. 
Additionally, the tool recommends a beneficial order of index materialization. Several 
other interesting algorithms and techniques are incorporated in this tool.

On-line vertical and horizontal partitioning is considered in the reference [56]. 
Authors employ the idea of attribute affinity used in the works of 80s and 90s (e.g. [4, 
5]) and “dynamize” it. The result is called AutoStore, an automatically and on-line parti-
tioned database store.

SMOPD [57] uses closed item sets mining to perform an on-line vertical partitioning 
of a set of tables.

There are many more approaches which involve physical self-tuning in row-stores, but 
we are limited by the space to describe them all.

Database tuning for column‑stores

Column-stores, on the other hand, being a much younger field of research had signifi-
cantly less time to develop automatic tuners. Still, there are several relevant studies, a 
short summary is presented in the Table 2. Let us consider them.

Reference [58] describes on-line physical design tuning for the in-memory database 
SAP HANA [59]. This database is designed to handle both transactional and analytical 
workloads. The goal of the proposed physical design tuning is to select a more beneficial 
table storage mode: a column-store or a row-store. In order to provide such recommen-
dations the authors developed a cost-based model. The next idea is store-aware parti-
tioning which is as follows: split a table into different parts and keep them in different 
stores.

H2O database system [60] proposes an on-line data reorganization with on-the-fly 
query compilation. The data reorganization is represented by a change of vertical parti-
tioning schemes ranging from the row-store to the column-store.

Peloton [61] is an open-source in-memory adaptive DBMS designed for hybrid trans-
action-analytical processing. This system is able to adapt both vertical and horizontal 
partitioning schemes. It produces table layouts ranging from NSM to DSM and thus, it 

Table 2 Tuning of column‑stores, a summary

Study Notes

SAP HANA [58] In-memory, data reorganization

H2O [60] Query compilation and data reorganization

Peloton [61] In-memory system, can adapt data layout

Vertica [62] Projection recommender, not online

C-store [63] Recommender of materialized views, not online

Cliffguard [64] Robust configuration recommender, works with Vertica

Snowflake [65] Commercial, distributed, relies not on tuning, but on data pruning
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can be considered an adaptive column-store. For vertical partitioning, it uses a modified 
k-means algorithm. Unfortunately, Peloton is not a distributed system.

Vertica is a commercial distributed column-store database. It has an automatic physi-
cal design component [43] that helps to select a set of projections for a given storage 
budget. A comprehensive description of this system is presented in the reference [62]. 
However, this designer is not an on-line tool.

Another study related to physical design in column-stores is the reference [63]. In 
this paper, the problem of materialized view selection is considered. The proposed 
cost model takes into account sort orders and inserts. However, this physical design 
is intended for a centralized system, and it does not consider allocation. Also, this 
approach is a static one, not an on-line one.

Cliffguard [64] is an automatic physical design tuning tool which aims not for the 
best possible solution, but for a robust one. A robust solution is a solution that is robust 
against parameter uncertainties (parameter changes or bad estimates). Essentially, this 
approach allows to trade optimality for the desired level of robustness. The proposed 
tool uses robust optimization theory and is built to interact with any existing (non-
robust) physical designer. Thus, it is able to recommend DBMS-specific structures. For 
example, authors used it to recommend projections in the Vertica column-store system.

Snowflake [65] is an another commercial system capable of column-oriented data pro-
cessing for semi-structured data. It adopts a Software-as-a-Service model and aims to 
free user from complex management tasks. Thus, it discards the physical design compo-
nent in favor of extensive data pruning.

We conclude our survey with the following:

  • Currently, there is a heightened interest in on-line tuners in row-stores.
  • There is a shortage of on-line tuning tools for column-store systems, especially for 

distributed disk-based ones.

Column stores
A column-store database is a system which keeps each attribute separately, as opposed 
to row-store systems. This leads to a number of conceptual differences. First of all, a clas-
sic approach to query engine construction—the Volcano model [66] needs to be mod-
ified. In column-stores, operators exchange not only data, but also positions (or IDs). 
Furthermore, column-stores require introduction of operators which process positions 
only. For example, consider Fig. 4a, the part with two DS1 and one AND1 operator. Each 
of the DS1 operators returns positions from the corresponding attribute which satisfy a 
given predicate. The AND1 operator calculates conjunction and returns the list of record 
IDs which satisfy both of these predicates. The second difference is the need for recon-
struction joins. At some point of query plan positions have to be substituted with cor-
responding attribute values. This process is called materialization. It can be done in a 
straightforward (and expensive) way using joins or using some kind of a DBMS-specific 
technique.

Eventually, a number of architectural differences arise. Let us summarize them over 
several different column-store implementations:
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  • A new approach to query processing: the problem of early/late materialization (when 
to perform tuple reconstruction), novel query plans (in some approaches a query 
plan is not a DAG anymore) and cost models, a new algebra of operations.

  • A new approach to operator design: new operators and their implementations are 
possible.

  • Compression is ubiquitous in this class of systems.

See studies [44, 45, 67] for more detailed introduction.
There are several major research prototypes and a large number of commercial imple-

mentations [44, 45, 68]. Let us characterize the research ones briefly:

  • C-store is a disk-oriented column-store database. It features different sort orders, 
compression (different compression method may be used for each column), late 
materialization, special join operators and operations on compressed data.

  • MonetDB is a main memory-oriented column-store database. It puts a special 
emphasis on efficient hardware usage, e.g. minimization of CPU cache misses or uti-
lization of hardware parallelism. It features a special algebra operating on columns, 
adaptive indexing technologies (index is a by-product of query execution) and opera-
tors designed for an efficient hardware usage.

  • To address the shortcomings of MonetDB, a new main-memory system called Mon-
etDB/X100 was developed. The main novelties is the presence of block/vector of a 
column processing and a cooperative scans.

  • Supersonic [69] is an open-source in-memory columnar query engine which is ori-
ented for efficient data processing. Its core features are cache consciousness, vector-
ized execution, instruction pipelining and SIMD usage.

  • Peloton [61] is an open-source in-memory DBMS designed for hybrid transaction-
analytical processing. This system has a built-in on-line tuning component.

All of these prototypes are local database systems, however there are commercial dis-
tributed implementations based on some of them. Also, there are academic attempts to 
“distribute” some of these prototypes, for example, via a middleware approach.

The design of a self‑managed distributed column‑store system
Problem, environment and queries

We propose to construct a distributed adaptive column-store system which uses a sin-
gle column as a minimum unit of data storage. We consider starting from the classic 
formulation of the physical design tuning problem [38]: given a workload, data scheme, 
available hardware and, possibly, a set of user constraints (e.g. storage bound of each 
node) find a configuration consisting of physical design structures which maximizes the 
throughput of the system.

Environment

We consider the following environment. There is a set of nodes in a distributed column-
store system. Each of them has its own hardware characteristics: available disk space, 
processing power, network link capacity and so on. Each node stores a number of 
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columns or their parts and is capable of performing not only scans, but complex opera-
tors like joins and aggregations.

Queries

The queries and their characteristics (frequencies, involved attributes, selectivities of 
their predicates) are used to control the reorganization.
The general scheme of a self-managed database system is presented in Fig 1. It has three 
core components: alerter, reorganization controller and a set of actions. Let us discuss 
them.

Alerter

The first problem is what we should adapt to, and what kind of information should use 
the alerter component. There are several possible approaches:

  • The most common approach is to use a sliding window, which helps to keep track 
of the recently processed queries. These recent queries allow us to compute some 
aggregate characteristics, which are then used to decide whether to trigger reorgani-
zation or not.

  • Another approach is to use the knowledge of some predefined query patterns. For 
example, we might know the existence of query patterns like it is done in the refer-
ence [70]. We can detect these patterns or rely on some external knowledge (e.g. we 
know that data loading happens only at night).

  • A single query information can also be useful. Consider a query which takes a long 
time to complete. We can predict its performance and evaluate its plan. Then, we can 
start the evaluation and simultaneously start the physical reorganization. Later, we 
switch its evaluation to a new plan while reusing the partial results obtained earlier. 
The goal is to change it in such a way that the query would benefit from the reorgani-
zation on upcoming stages of processing.

Control of the reorganization

One of the key points of a self-managed database system is the control of the reorganiza-
tion. We can propose the following approaches:

Fig. 1 The core components of a DBMS self-management system
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  • A cost-based optimization for a particular query or a set of queries. This is the clas-
sic approach used since 70s in the area of physical design tuning. Nowadays, it is the 
mainstream approach used almost in every industrial database [21, 28, 30, 33, 70] 
and in a majority of academic studies.

  • A kind of heuristic strategy which will guide the search behavior of a system. This 
“forgotten” approach was also used since earlier days of physical design tuning [37]. 
In this approach, no performance model is used; the process is guided by a rule set. 
It was employed as a separate algorithm or as a pre-filtering step in later cost-based 
studies [28] in order to lower computational complexity of the problem. Another 
prominent example is the group of affinity-based approaches [4, 37].

  • A combination of both.

In spite of the evident fact that the cost-based approach is superior in terms of the qual-
ity of produced recommendations, a strategy may have several strong points over cost-
based optimization:

1. Firstly, a cost-based enumeration may be very expensive in terms of computation 
resources. Thus, a continuous re-run of the optimization routines is impossible. One 
may have to resort to query plan caching schemes or other types of result reuse. 
However, the application of this approach is hindered by the following considera-
tions.

2. Not all queries may be known in advance. A good self-tuning system should be capa-
ble to cope with such a situation. Using a cost-based approach, we may not be able to 
decide on any required action at all. At the same time, a strategy may offer a reason-
able action before the arrival of such a query, employing some rational assumptions 
regarding the data distribution.

3. Not all queries may be run. We may optimize a workload which is not run, thus wast-
ing precious time and possibly harming a future workload.

4. Special use cases, such as incremental data loading. In this case, some sort of a strat-
egy like “create a new instance by mirroring the existing columnar layout of a par-
ticular node” can be employed.

5. Estimation errors (or even absence of the statistics at hand), which will lead to a drop 
in the quality of recommendations.

Eventually, we should adopt an approach combining elements of cost-based and strategy 
approaches. Let us now consider what a column-store system can do to adapt to chang-
ing workloads.

Actions
There is a number of actions which alter a column-store system’s physical design and 
provide benefits for different queries. One can regard these action and their results as 
the building blocks of a physical design for column store database. For example: rep-
licate, relocate and set up an adaptive index structure on some column. Let us discuss 
these actions and compare them to their classic counterparts if they are available.
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Column relocation

A relocation of a column or a set of columns from one processing node to another. This 
action may be taken basing on the “what-if” estimation for a particular query or accord-
ing to some strategy. In this case a strategy might look like “eliminate or minimize inter-
node communication for a given query”. This option existed since the earliest distributed 
databases, relations were shipped around the network and allocated on the nodes. How-
ever, in the column-store case, there is a number of benefits for query processing and 
physical design:

  • Faster relocation;
  • Incremental relocation;
  • Cheap vertical partitioning;
  • Corrective query processing;
  • Additional candidate configurations for physical design.

Fast relocation

In columns-stores relocation takes less time due to compression, a technique which col-
umn-store databases are particularly good at. Column-stores feature compression rates 
up to 1:10, while row-stores usually provide a 1:3 rate [67].

Incremental relocation

The whole relation can be incrementally relocated on a per-column basis. There are two 
approaches to relocation:

  • Perform column deletion when all columns of the relation were copied.
  • Perform column deletion right after it was copied. In this case, we immediately 

obtain a chunk of free space which can be used in a number of ways. For example, 
the node can start receiving columns of another relation.

Both of these strategies allow to run queries on partially relocated data. The first one 
is straightforward: both the receiving and source nodes can be used for query process-
ing during the relation relocation. The receiving node can execute queries which involve 
already moved data. The second strategy also allows to run queries, but in a different 
way. Consider the following example presented in Fig. 2. There is a relation presented in 
a column-store form which consists of five compressed attributes. It is being relocated 
from one node to another using the immediate deletion strategy.

There are three stages in this process:

St 1: Start of relocation, attribute “A” is being moved to Node 2;
St 2:  Attribute “A” was relocated to Node 2, attribute “C” is being moved. At this 

stage, the system can run all kinds of queries employing both nodes (distributed 
query processing);

St 3:  At this stage, the system can run some queries locally. For example, query 
requesting attributes “A” and “C” can be processed on Node 2 and query request-
ing attributes “B” and “E” can be processed on Node 1. The system can also run 
all kinds of queries employing both nodes.
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Some of the row-store systems can also process queries in the middle of relocation [71, 
section 5.3] (redefinition of partitions). However, it requires sophisticated algorithms to 
run queries in the middle of the relation relocation process. Also, the applicability and 
efficiency of these techniques is limited. Data layout of column-stores holds promise for 
overcoming these deficiencies.

We can manipulate the relocation process in order to minimally affect the perfor-
mance of running queries. The column-stores offer new opportunities and promise to 
enhance the already-known ones. The relocation can be halted for a short time when a 
high-priority query comes in. It also can be postponed for a long time to avoid reloca-
tion during peak hours. A novel possibility is adjusting relocation, e.g. postpone the relo-
cation of not all, but some of the columns in order to obtain query processing benefits 
in between. Another idea is to make relocation piggyback on the query reading the same 
attribute, in a similar manner to the study [72]. Thus, one can reduce the negative effects 
of interference between query execution and the relocation process to some extent.

In column-stores one can manage partial results of relocation—the columns which 
had been already moved. It is possible to manipulate column relocation order to increase 

Fig. 2 Relocation example, immediate deletion
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the “usefulness” of the relocated column set. For example, one can move “hot” columns 
(the ones which are frequently needed) first, if the halt of relocation can happen. On-
the-fly adjustment of relocation orders is also possible.

Moreover, for query batch processing, one can devise a relocation schedule for a given 
relation which will further minimize the interference and query processing costs. Con-
sider the next example presented in Fig. 3. Suppose that we have to execute the following 
read-only queries: AC, BD, ACD, BE, CDE. The reorganization process is happening and 
the starting configuration is the same as used on the last step of the previous example. 
Here, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the network communication cost domi-
nates all other costs.

This schedule is superior to other alternatives:

  • Execute without taking relocation into account. This alternative would require too 
much of extra network communication.

  • Halt relocation, execute queries, resume relocation. This also requires too much net-
work communication.

  • Finish relocation, then execute. In this case no inter-node parallelism is possible and 
query response time is large.

All these new techniques can be developed based on the cost models.

Cheap on‑line vertical partitioning

Vertical partitioning is a tool which allows to drastically improve performance of a rela-
tional database. This physical design option is a well-studied research topic, but the pro-
posed solutions are mostly static. Dynamic approaches started to appear only recently 
[56, 57], due to the following reason. In a classic database it would involve a whole scan 
of the original relation (all attributes would be scanned) and a formation of two new 
ones. Thus, frequent repartitioning would be rather expensive in a classic case.

The opportunity to move columns for a lesser cost will allow us to perform on-line 
vertical partitioning for column-stores. Both distributed and local (via column reorder-
ings, see next subsection) vertical partitioning schemes are possible. Thus, it will allow 
to achieve a rapid response to workload changes and, in its turn, to improve the adaptiv-
ity of the system.

New aspects of corrective query processing (CQP)

Corrective query processing [73, section 7.1] is a technique used to correct query opti-
mizer errors on the fly by replacing the current plan without discarding partial results. 
This study presents an example where query execution consists of three phases: ini-
tial, re-optimized and stitch-up. During the initial phase a query monitor detects that 
assumptions which led to selection of initial plan do not hold. Then, the re-optimized 
plan is calculated and run on the remaining data. Finally, both results are glued together.

The same idea can be employed in column-stores. For example, consider the following 
query:
SELECT shipdate, linenum FROM lineitem WHERE shipdate<

CONST1 AND linenum < CONST2
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Fig. 3 Relocation schedule example

Fig. 4 Different query plans for a single query. a LM-parallel, b LM-pipelined
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There are two possible execution plans. They are shown in Fig.  4 (the figure and 
query are adapted from the reference [74]). It is possible to perform on-line switching 
from plan depicted on the top to the plan on the bottom, if filtering Shipdate’s column 
produces too many results. In this case, “AND1” operator should be substituted by a 
sequence of “DS3” and “DS1” operators. If filtering produces a low number of results, 
on-line switching in the opposite direction is also possible.

Existing approaches involve classic databases and the horizontal partitioning approach. 
Horizontal partitioning comes from the division of original data into initial and “reopti-
mized” parts. In column-stores one may try to come up with a different class of adapta-
tion schemes, where reorganization happens after the processing of the whole column. 
This approach will allow to eliminate the stitch-up phase. In the same example it is pos-
sible to finish filtering the whole Shipdate’s column before moving to another plan.

The query processing specifics, namely a large number of operators in a plan and small 
column sizes give hope that this kind of processing will perform well or will be profitable 
in terms of resources.

The aforementioned approaches are essentially query processing adaptivity. The entity 
which adapts is the query plan. There is also a place for physical design adaptivity too: 
adapt not only the query plan, but also the required physical structures. Sufficiently large 
query graphs and well-compressed columns can make this kind of an approach viable.

One of the promising scenarios of CQP in distributed environment is the following. 
Having a query, one must compute two query plans. The first plan is the best plan which 
can be run immediately, using existing physical design structures. The second query 
plan involves physical design structures which would be constructed during the query 
processing. The query execution is performed as follows: start the query processing and 
physical redesign simultaneously. Having finished redesign, move processing to the sec-
ond plan. In order to make this scheme profitable, one must create a cost model which 
involves costs of physical redesign, plan switching and running both plans.

To the best of our knowledge, both of these kinds of column-store adaptivity were not 
considered in literature.

Additional candidate configurations for physical design

Column-stores have a much larger configuration space compared to row-stores. This 
contributes to overall flexibility of physical design, which leads to an increase in the 
number of beneficial configurations and to an improvement of the performance of the 
whole system.

All these properties will greatly contribute to the adaptivity of the considered DBMS.

Column reorderings

A reordering of a set of columns is a specialization for a query or a group of queries. The 
idea is to reorder the contents of a set of columns needed for a particular query accord-
ing to the ordering of some column set (usually the most selective predicate’s column). 
This option was described in the original C-Store paper [75] and in the Star Schema 
Benchmark [76, section 3.1] (multiple sort orders). Consider the following examples (the 
query notation is adopted from the reference [75]):
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Table 3 contains the original data, which is represented by a relation with four attrib-
utes. This table is clustered by its primary key, id. This data can be considered as the fol-
lowing sort order: (id, name, wage, skill|id).

Next, Table 4 describes the sort order for the full wage query. The goal of this query 
is to retrieve records using the wage value as the key. The name “full” means that all 
original attributes would be requested. Note that all other attributes (columns) are 
sorted according to this attribute. This sort order is denoted as follows: (id, name, wage, 
skill|wage).

Finally, Table 5 contains the sort order for query (name, wage, skill|skill, name). This 
query uses skill and name as the key and omits the id column.

In these papers, sort orders were described as a query speed-up technique, while we 
can propose several sort order selection problems:

  • Sort Order Selection Problem (SOSP): find a single good sort order for a given work-
load;

  • Multiple Sort Order Selection Problem (MSOSP): find a good set of sort orders for a 
given workload and a given storage budget;

  • Dynamization of SOSP and MSOSP: find a good set of sort orders for a dynami-
cally changing workload and a given storage budget. This formulation considers the 
physical design problem in a dynamic environment, where query patterns change 
over time. The system should adapt stored sort orders to provide the best perfor-

Table 3 Source data

Id Name Wage Skill

1 Ivan 80 C++
2 Petr 50 C++
3 Slava 30 Java

4 Vasya 60 Php

5 Sasha 70 Java

Table 4 Sort order for full wage query

Id Name Wage Skill

3 Slava 30 Java

2 Petr 50 C++
4 Vasya 60 Php

5 Sasha 70 Java

1 Ivan 80 C++

Table 5 Sort order for (name, wage, skill|skill, name) query

Name Wage Skill

Ivan 80 C++
Petr 50 C++
Sasha 70 Java

Slava 30 Java

Vasya 60 Php
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mance. While two previous formulations were already mentioned or even addressed 
in the past [63, 75], to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies which consider 
dynamic formulation for column-stores.

This option has no direct counterparts in the classic approach. It can be emulated by 
replicating the whole table and, thus, is very costly and its application is limited.

Column duplication

A creation (deletion) of a single column copy or a copy of a column set. The idea is to 
create a copy of some column transparently to the user, possibly modify it by other 
actions and then employ it to speed up query processing. If the column is not needed 
anymore, e.g. the cost-based estimator shows a more beneficial configuration or a new 
strategy prescribes to drop it — it could be deleted.

This copy can be used during construction of a sort order or in a standalone manner. 
Column-store technology offers the same benefits for this action: fast and incremental 
duplication of a relation, scheduling, CQP adaptation, and an increase of the number of 
useful configurations.

There is no direct analogue in the classic database systems. Most studies consider rep-
lication of the whole relation or its horizontal part. The closest approach is the creation 
of a materialized view; however, to the best of our knowledge, there were no studies for 
single-columnar views. Though the use of materialized views was considered for emula-
tion of the column-store database in a comparison [77].

Horizontal partitioning

Horizontal partitioning of a column and partition merge. Horizontal partitioning of a 
relational database is a very well-studied problem, and there are many approaches to 
it [37]. One may consider value-based partitioning and non-value-based [78] (range or 
round-robin, for example), and primary and derived [6]. The column-store horizontal 
partitioning has some advantages over its counterpart in classic systems:

  • The partition can be constructed for a lesser cost in terms of the number of accessed 
pages. Thus, one can achieve higher repartitioning speed compared to row-stores. 
This speed will provide a substantial benefit to an on-line tuning system, allowing 
it to adapt faster. Compression can be a potential source of problems, but the light-
weight compression methods [43, 44] employed by the column-stores should not 
present any difficulties.

  • The control of partitioning granularity—one can perform a partitioning of a subset 
of columns. For example, we can horizontally partition the “fat” column only without 
touching the rest. However, there could be queries which would benefit from parti-
tioning columns together.

  • The enlargement of the configuration space and the increased number of useful con-
figurations lead to improved performance of query processing.

If the partitioning is not needed anymore, one can collapse a set of partitions. This action 
and the creation of a copy constitute a materialized view for a query, and vice versa. The 
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action has no direct counterpart in classic databases, but it can be emulated. However, it 
will require vertical partitioning or materialized view creation and thus, it is very costly.

Column‑store specific actions

  • Adaptive indexing. Adaptive indexing is a technique which constructs indexes on-
the-fly during query processing. This approach is extensively used in column-store 
systems [44, 79–81]. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study [82] related 
to selection and management of such indexes. Moreover, employing these indexes in 
a distributed environment looks promising because there are a lot of potential sce-
narios which may benefit from this structure. For example, one can keep two copies 
of a column on different nodes and perform a reorganization without any overhead 
for the processing. This can be achieved by alternating working and idle nodes. The 
application of these indexes in a distributed context also was not studied.

  • Join index [75, section  2]. This is a structure used to speed up the reconstruction 
of a tuple by linking parts of a single record in a different projections. The follow-
up paper [43, section 3.2] stated that early experiments showed that this technique 
was inefficient due to several reasons. However, in case of an adaptive system these 
results should be reconsidered since there are several novel scenarios. Unfortunately, 
there are no published studies regarding these experiments.

As we can see, a lot of actions share the same idea with classic relational databases. How-
ever, due to the different query processing (see [44]) scheme and the specifics of the data 
layout novel cost-based models are required.

Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the design of a self-managed distributed column-store sys-
tem. Architectural novelties of a column-store system hold a great promise for con-
struction of an efficient self-managed database that would adapt its physical design to 
changing workloads. We surveyed state-of-the-art self-managed database systems and 
provided an overview of contemporary results. Next, we presented some thoughts on 
the organization of a self-managed distributed column-store system. We discussed 
the three core components: an alerter, a reorganization controller and a set of physi-
cal design options (actions) available to such a system. We described three approaches 
for the design of the alerter and two for the reorganization controller. Several physical 
design problems were formulated and discussed. Finally, we discussed available physical 
design options—the building blocks of an adaptive distributed column-store system.
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